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1. Introduction {#jame20943-sec-0001}
===============

The South American tropics contain the largest evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF) on Earth. Estimates of total biomass vary (Avitabile et al., [2016](#jame20943-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Saatchi et al., [2007](#jame20943-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}), but the total is high, up to 10% of global aboveground biomass (Houghton et al., [2001](#jame20943-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Relatively minor anomalies in large gross fluxes of photosynthesis (gross primary productivity, GPP) and total ecosystem respiration in the region have been linked to a significant influence on global atmospheric CO~2~ growth rates (Gurney et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Peylin et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}; Rödenbeck et al., [2003](#jame20943-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}; Wenzel et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}) . Furthermore, forest behavior through seasonal wet‐dry cycles in present‐day climate as well as response to variability such as drought is poorly understood. This uncertainty is reflected in model simulations, seen in the spread of model predictions of atmospheric CO~2~ concentration and strength (and even sign) of the land sink by the end of this century (e.g., Friedlingstein et al., [2006](#jame20943-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [2014](#jame20943-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Powell et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}) as well as in the diversity of simulations of seasonality and amplitude of the present‐day carbon cycle in the 15 members of the Multiscale Terrestrial Model Intercomparison Project (Huntzinger et al., [2018](#jame20943-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). It is therefore critical that we improve our understanding of surface‐atmosphere interaction in tropical South America, with regard to physical processes as well as the discretization of these processes in numerical models.

Tropical evergreen forests in South America are warm throughout the year, and day length has low variability due to proximity to the equator. Seasonality is primarily imposed by gradients in rainfall characteristics in time and space as the Intertropical Convergence Zone oscillates north and south during the year (Fu et al., [1999](#jame20943-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Horel et al., [1989](#jame20943-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Nieto‐Ferreira & Rickenbach, [2011](#jame20943-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). Precipitation variability can be described in terms of total annual rainfall combined with the length of dry season, which is generally described as the number of months in which precipitation is 100 mm or less (Goulden et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). In the wet Northwest rain is ample throughout the year, and each month in the "dry season" may still have 100‐mm/month precipitation or more. Moving to the south and east, annual total rainfall is less, and the dry season length can increase to up to 7 months. For EBF annual precipitation of ∼1,700 mm/year generally defines the edge of EBF (Davidson et al., [2012](#jame20943-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}), although forest boundary is not explicitly defined by precipitation (Malhi et al., [2006](#jame20943-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, the local environment can also be influenced by the characteristics of precipitation during dry and wet seasons. For example, the K34 tower near Manaus, in north central Brazil (Araújo, [2002](#jame20943-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), and Reserva Jaru (RJA; von Randow et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}) 900 km to the south, have similar annual precipitation amount (de Gonçalves et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). However, at RJA the wettest months can have 450 mm of rain or more, and rain can be almost nonexistent in the dry season. The wet season rainfall atK34 is less than at RJA, and during drier months rainfall of almost 100 mm/month is not uncommon. These four factors (annual rainfall, dry season length, wet season precipitation intensity, and dry season rainfall occurrence), and the climatological variabilty around them, all contribute substantially to the nature of the exchanges of energy, water, and CO~2~ between the surface and atmosphere.

The ecosystem can be thought of as functioning fundamentally within one of two archetypes, described as "environmental control" or "biophysical control" in da Rocha et al. ([2009](#jame20943-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) and Costa et al. ([2010](#jame20943-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). An environmentally controlled ecosystem is not water limited and will transpire at the potential rate, dependent upon incoming radiation, temperature, and vapor pressure deficit (VPD). One might think of this system as "light limited," in that an increase in insolation results in an increase in photosynthesis and transpiration. Where water is less plentiful, stomatal regulation by plants plays a larger role in regulating seasonal cycles of Bowen ratio and carbon flux. In these "biophysically controlled" or "water‐limited" environments the canopy cannot maintain optimal function throughout the entire year, and plants will close stomates partially or completely as a water‐saving mechanism. For simplicity, we will use light limited and water limited as descriptors hereafter. It is possible to classify individual sites as belonging to one endpoint or the other, but in reality it is likely that the shift from light to water limitation is relatively smooth as one moves along precipitation gradients from wetter regions in the north and west to hotter, more seasonal and relatively dry EBF regions to the south and east. Furthermore, it is also likely that an individual location can experience a shift in controlling mechanism during the annual cycle and in response to variability about the mean. Other factors such as nutrient cycles play a role in canopy behavior, but we believe (and the literature reflects) that water and light are the main controls (e.g., Bonan, [2016](#jame20943-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, Figure 24.6) on the annual cycles evaluated here. Costa et al. ([2010](#jame20943-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) classified individual observation sites as light or water limited, but with few sites and relatively short observation periods it is likely that regional understanding of spatiotemporal control over canopy status and fluxes is incomplete.

The literature reflects these gaps in knowledge. Early coupled climate‐carbon cycle models predicted that the Amazonian forest is fragile and would convert to savanna or grassland over the next century (Betts et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Cox et al., [2000](#jame20943-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [2004](#jame20943-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Huntingford et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Many of these simulations predicted a dry season temperature 2--3 °C warmer than observed during preindustrial/present‐day simulations (Cox et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), which may suggest water limitation (closing stomates and an increase in Bowen ratio) in the model where light limitation was actually occurring in nature. As these simulations also predicted a dramatic decrease in EBF extent in tropical South America during the 21st century, it may be that stress was being unrealistically applied. More recent results (Cox et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Good et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}) have retreated from these earlier results somewhat and speculated that tropical forest dieback may not be as rapid and/or severe as originally predicted. However, it is notable that Good et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}) attribute more resilient tropical forest to changes in climate in new simulations, not changes in simulated forest ecophysiology or land‐atmosphere coupling. Saleska ([2003](#jame20943-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}) showed that multiple models predicted the seasonality of CO~2~ flux *exactly wrong* at sites near Santarem, Brazil. Baker et al. ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) showed similar behavior and were able to reproduce observed behavior by making the model soil deeper and modifying mechanisms used by roots to withdraw water from the soil. Some authors have reported basin‐wide "greening‐up" during dry seasons and droughts (Huete et al., [2006](#jame20943-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Saleska et al., [2007](#jame20943-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#jame20943-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}) indicative of environmental control, yet these results have been challenged by others as artifacts of satellite retrieval (Morton et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}) or errors in analysis (Samanta et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}, [2011](#jame20943-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}). Solar‐induced fluorescence data explored by Lee et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}) indicate a decrease in canopy productivity as the dry season progresses, indicative of increasing water stress, a finding supported by solar‐induced fluorescence and column CO~2~ data evaluated by Parazoo et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}); however, these studies do not address the entirety of the South American EBF. In a study using data from multiple observation sites, Wu et al. ([2017](#jame20943-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"}) reported that the photosynthetic capacity of leaves was maximized 1 to 2 months following leaf‐out. Saleska et al. ([2016](#jame20943-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}) combined this finding with a reanalysis of the data of Morton et al. ([2014](#jame20943-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}) to reiterate their theory of dry season green‐up. Restrepo‐Coupe et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}) noted an inverse relationship (or no relationship) between precipitation at wet sites (light limitation), while sites to the south and east exhibited a correlation between rainfall and photosynthesis (water limitation). Baker et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) reproduced this behavior generally with a model, but Restrepo‐Coupe et al. ([2017](#jame20943-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}) noted that many models are unable to do so. While quantitative understanding of spatiotemporal ecophysiology in response to seasonal and anomalous forcing is expanding, we do not consider the matter closed.

In this paper we will explore the extent to which model configuration and surface‐atmosphere coupling scale influence which control mechanism (light or water limitation) exerts dominance over simulated fluxes. We will (1) evaluate how precipitation characterization, based on conventional General Circulation Model (GCM) parameterizations, change when explicit simulation of clouds and precipitation is used instead. We will (2) investigate the fate of water that falls as precipitation. Water can be evaporated directly off of leaves, or it can exceed canopy storage capacity and reach the ground. Once on the ground, water can infiltrate, where it may be available for transpiration at a later date (or lost to the system as subsurface runoff), or rainfall intensity may exceed infiltration capacity resulting in overland runoff. Finally, we will (3) investigate the variability in simulated ecosystem status and fluxes as a result of these mechanisms. We do this by comparing three configurations of a single‐column model (SCM) with differing parameterizations of cloud and precipitation properties and coupling scale length at the surface. We employ these simulations over a single GCM grid cell containing the K83 tower site (Goulden et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Miller et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [2011](#jame20943-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}) in the Tapajos River Nation Forest near Santarem, Brazil. Section [2](#jame20943-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"} describes the observation site and models used. Section [3](#jame20943-sec-0010){ref-type="sec"} presents results, and conclusions are shared in section [4](#jame20943-sec-0016){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Methods {#jame20943-sec-0002}
==========

2.1. Tapajos River National Forest Km 83 Site {#jame20943-sec-0003}
---------------------------------------------

The K83 site is located in a tropical forest of primarily evergreen and a few deciduous tree species located ∼70 km south of Santarém in Pará State, Brazil. The site and instrumentation is described in Goulden et al. ([2004](#jame20943-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). Mean annual precipitation for the years investigated (2001--2003) is ∼1,660 mm/year (Baker et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; de Gonçalves et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), with a wet season from January--June and dry season from July--December. The amplitude of the monthly averaged radiation cycle is small (∼50 W), with a peak during the dry season. Observed sensible (H) and latent heat (LE) fluxes have minimal annual variability as well, with peaks in both coincident with dry season radiation maximum, so that Bowen ratio is almost invariant through the year.

That the Bowen ratio does not increase during seasonal drought implies that the forest at this site does not enter a stressed condition when seasonal rains cease, contradictory to model simulations that suggest that photosynthesis is strongly water limited (Baker et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Saleska, [2003](#jame20943-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}). Saleska ([2003](#jame20943-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}) proposes that forest function is maintained by deep roots that have access to stored water. Baker et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#jame20943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrate that model simulations at K83 match observations better when model soil depth is extended (from a "traditional" value of ∼3.5 m to 10 m), and the ability of roots to extract water is decoupled from fractional root concentration in model soil layers. In this way, the model (1) provides sufficient soil reservoir to store water from the water‐rich wet season for use during seasonal drought and (2) plant roots can access water deep in the soil once surface layers are depleted (Jipp et al., [1998](#jame20943-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Nepstad et al., [1994](#jame20943-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}; Oliveira et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}).

2.2. Models {#jame20943-sec-0004}
-----------

We can express our hypotheses pertaining to ecophysiological function and land‐atmosphere interactions as a series of equations. A model is a discretization and compilation of these hypotheses into a self‐consistent body that can be evaluated against available observations as a test of their overall validity and can be customized for particular applications. Here, we are concerned with surface‐atmosphere exchange and the scale of coupling between land and atmosphere, with specific interest in precipitation characteristics and its interaction with canopy processes and subsequent influence on the carbon cycle in EBF regions. Our ultimate interest is global models, but we will concentrate our analysis here on a single EBF grid cell, which allows detailed evaluation of a specific ecosystem and the processes at work there.

### 2.2.1. SCMs {#jame20943-sec-0005}

The idea of a SCM was introduced by Betts and Miller ([1986](#jame20943-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) as a tractable means to evaluate parameterizations developed for General Circulation or Mesoscale models. An SCM runs as a single grid cell, with advective forcing obtained from observations or reanalyses that can be specified in various methods such as relaxation to an upstream sounding, prescribing advective tendency from observations, or with horizontal advective tendencies coupled with a predicted sounding to prescribe both vertical and horizontal tendencies (Randall & Cripe, [1999](#jame20943-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}). This configuration allows detailed analysis of model performance over a specific domain while constraining computational and storage overhead to easily manageable levels. SCMs have been applied in a number of research applications, from evaluation and testing of cloud parameterization (Cripe & Randall, [2001](#jame20943-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Couvreux et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Lenderink et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Rochetin et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}; Stirling & Stratton, [2012](#jame20943-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}; Sušelj et al., [2012](#jame20943-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}), cumulus parameterization (Aït‐Mesbah et al., [2015](#jame20943-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Jin et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; McNider et al., [2012](#jame20943-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Sterk et al., [2016](#jame20943-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}; Svensson et al., [2011](#jame20943-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}), and evaluation of surface processes and/or surface‐atmosphere interaction (Guichard et al., [2004](#jame20943-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Gustafsson et al., [2003](#jame20943-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Hu et al., [1999](#jame20943-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Stap et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}; Williams et al., [2016](#jame20943-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}).

SCMs have been used to evaluate behavior in tropical South America. The effect of deforestation was studied by da Rocha et al. ([1996](#jame20943-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}) who investigated the influence of albedo and surface evapotranspiration on convection for both forested and pasture lands, demonstrating that dry season precipitation can drop over pasture/deforested land when soil moisture drops below a critical threshold. Ganzeveld and Lelieveld ([2004](#jame20943-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}) used an SCM in Lagrangian mode to explore the impact of deforestation and moisture on deposition and emission of multiple species. Grabowski et al. ([2006](#jame20943-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) explored boundary layer thickening, cloud formation, and transition from shallow to deep convection in the 6 hr following sunrise for a case taken from the Large‐Scale Biosphere‐Atmosphere experiment in Brazil. They found that SCMs had a tendency to develop deep convection within 2 hr of sunrise, whereas cloud‐resolving models (CRMs) reproduced a more realistic evolution of the boundary layer and transition from shallow to deep convection.

The influences of land characterization on Bowen ratio, ecophysiological stress, and tropospheric dynamics were studied in an SCM application over the KM83 site in the Tapajos River National Forest by Harper et al. ([2010](#jame20943-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; henceforth, HA10). In that study, the land surface model in an SCM was replaced with the land surface characterization described in section [2.1](#jame20943-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"} following Baker et al. ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). In HA10 simulations of the Bowen ratio were more realistic when compared to eddy covariance observations, planetary boundary layer depth was realistically reduced, and precipitation increased.

### 2.2.2. Superparameterization {#jame20943-sec-0006}

Superparameterization (SP) is the incorporation of a two‐dimensional nonhydrostatic CRM within each grid cell of a GCM, sometimes referred to as the multiscale modeling framework (MMF). The CRM replaces the cloud and precipitation parameterizations in the GCM and receives general advective tendencies from the GCM, providing tendencies of moistening and heating in return. Randall et al. ([2003](#jame20943-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}) advocate for the use of MMF as a means to "break the cloud parameterization deadlock," meaning that MMF can shed light on a number of cloud‐related mechanisms and interactions that have been problematic in climate models for years.

The use of MMFs is becoming widespread and has shown promise in a variety of applications. Simulation of the Madden‐Julian Oscillation is improved when MMF models are used (Benedict & Randall, [2009](#jame20943-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Pritchard et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}; Thayer‐Calder & Randall, [2009](#jame20943-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}; Zhu et al., [2009](#jame20943-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}). The representation of variability in precipitation intensity (DeMott et al., [2007](#jame20943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Kooperman et al., [2016](#jame20943-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}), diurnal variation (Pritchard & Somerville, [2009](#jame20943-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Lee et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}), and organized convective systems (Pritchard et al., [2011](#jame20943-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}) is also improved in MMF. MMF applications have also addressed the Indian monsoon (DeMott et al., [2011](#jame20943-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#jame20943-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) and atmospheric transport of dust and aerosols (Hsieh et al., [2013](#jame20943-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2011](#jame20943-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}).

### 2.2.3. Land Model: Simple Biosphere Model (SiB) {#jame20943-sec-0007}

SiB was introduced (Sellers et al., [1986](#jame20943-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}) as a land surface model for GCMs and was updated to include satellite‐derived phenology and coupling of transpiration and carbon processes (Sellers, Randall, et al., [1996](#jame20943-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}) and again with a prognostic canopy air space (Vidale & Stöckli, [2005](#jame20943-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"}), new soil and snow treatment, and revised calculation of soil moisture stress (Baker et al., [2003](#jame20943-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). SiB has been coupled to GCMs (Randall et al., [1996](#jame20943-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Sato et al., [1989](#jame20943-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}; Sellers, Bounoua, et al., [1996](#jame20943-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}) and mesoscale models (Corbin et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Denning et al., [2003](#jame20943-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Nicholls, [2004](#jame20943-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2007](#jame20943-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}; Schuh et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}), and run in decoupled mode at large scales (Baker et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Schaefer et al., [2002](#jame20943-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}, [2004](#jame20943-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [1996](#jame20943-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"}), at tower sites (Baker et al., [2003](#jame20943-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#jame20943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Hanan et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Schaefer et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}), in agricultural applications (Corbin et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Kim et al., [2001](#jame20943-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Lokupitiya et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#jame20943-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}), in model intercomparisons (Lokupitiya et al., [2016](#jame20943-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Rutter et al., [2009](#jame20943-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}; Schwalm et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}), and in SCM studies (da Rocha et al., [1996](#jame20943-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; HA10). SiB has a proven track record of performance. In the experiments presented here, the version of SiB used is identical to that used in Baker et al. ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) and HA10. In these simulations leaf area index (LAI) and fraction of photosynthetically active radiation are held constant as in Baker et al. ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}), and the entire grid cell is represented as EBF.

Vegetation as represented by SiB responds to light as shown in Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a, and stomatal conductance and photosynthesis can be downregulated in response to environmental stress. A maximum, or "potential," value for stomatal conductance and GPP is calculated for a given insolation, as shown in Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a, which we refer to as a light response curve. GPP at any given insolation is calculated as the minimum of the rates limited by carboxylation, electron transport, and light response (Collatz et al., [1991](#jame20943-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [1992](#jame20943-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Farquhar et al., [1980](#jame20943-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Sellers et al., [1992](#jame20943-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}). Photosynthetic yield, or the fraction of absorbed photons used for photosynthesis, decreases with increasing light, resulting in a flattening of the curve at high light levels. The light response is further constrained by impediments to plant function in response to low humidity (which is high VPD), low soil moisture, and temperature, shown in Figures [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b--[1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d. The basic idea is as follows: Photosynthesis is an optimization between the plant\'s desire to maximize CO~2~ uptake while minimizing water loss. Humidity at the leaf surface below the saturated value within the stomate will lead to a closing of stomates as a water‐saving mechanism (with attendant reduction in photosynthesis), as will root‐zone soil moisture below field capacity (see Baker et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, for explanation), while temperature will downregulate GPP when canopy temperature falls outside an optimal range, which is specific to vegetation type (Sellers, Tucker, et al., [1996](#jame20943-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}). These mechanisms are calculated as "stress factors," where a value of 1 represents optimal conditions and photosynthesis occurs at the optimal rate, while a value of 0 for any single factor will result in complete closure of stomates. Soil moisture stress is a slow‐response function and will vary on time scales of days to weeks or months in response to synoptic‐ and seasonal‐scale wetting and drying cycles. Humidity and temperature will respond to seasonal cycles as well and also on the diurnal scale. These three factors are multiplicative and combined to determine a total stress at every model time step.

![Example of SiB3 GPP response to radiation, or light response curve (a). Simulation results are taken from Baker et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}), and some values have been slightly altered for presentation smoothness. See text for explanations of Curves 1, 2, and 3. (b--d) Model constraint on potential GPP via stress from low humidity across the stomate, soil moisture deficit, or hot/cold temperature. GPP = gross primary productivity; SiB3 = Simple Biosphere Model Version 3.](JAME-11-2523-g001){#jame20943-fig-0001}

For illustration, we have taken the base light response curve shown in Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a (Line 1) and applied a 30% stress to it, or multiplied all GPP values by 0.7 (Curve 2). This may be thought of as indicative of soil moisture stress, which would be almost invariant throughout a single day. In Curve 3 we subject the values of Curve 2 to a further stress at high light values, which may occur due to higher temperatures and/or lower humidity in the heat of the day. We will return to the idea of a light response curve, how stress may change the shape of this curve, and how these responses will influence carbon flux and Bowen ratio throughout this study.

In ecosystems with sparse or moderate canopy coverage, ET will be partitioned into components reflecting transpiration, evaporation of water stored on leaves when precipitation is intercepted before it can reach the ground, evaporation from within near‐surface soil, and evaporation from puddles on the ground. In a dense canopy such as at K83 (LAI ≈7‐m^−2^ leaf per square meter ground), however, the soil components of evaporation are unimportant. Very little direct radiation reaches the soil surface and mixing within the subcanopy air is negligible, so VPD and temperature gradients (and therefore fluxes) at the ground surface are minimal. For this study, the important components of ET (evapotranspiration) are transpiration and evaporation of water off of the canopy.

### 2.2.4. Model Coupling to Surface {#jame20943-sec-0008}

It is axiomatic that the land surface is heterogeneous on the scale of meters. Vegetation, topography, soil moisture, slope, and aspect all vary on scales much smaller than all but the most highly resolved models. Wind and surface/subsurface drainage can partition the landscape into dry uplands and moist riparian areas, and transient convective precipitation can moisten a subset of the landscape across both upland and riparian regimes.

The nonlinear processes shown in Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} impose a strong constraint on stomatal conductance (and therefore GPP), transpiration, and Bowen ratio. Soil moisture stress (Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b) is almost invariant as soil moisture decreases initially from field capacity but has been observed to drop steeply once a threshold, dependent upon vegetation and soil type, has been encountered (Colello et al., [1998](#jame20943-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Entekhabi & Eagleson, [1989](#jame20943-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Laio et al., [2001](#jame20943-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Muchow & Sinclair, [1991](#jame20943-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). Photosynthesis increases linearly with increasing light at low illumination, but saturates with higher insolation (Jarvis, [1976](#jame20943-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Miranda et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a).

Nevertheless, most models currently used today, especially GCMs, incorporate a single value to represent surface‐atmosphere interaction. Simulated air and canopy temperature, soil moisture, and water vapor mixing ratio all represent mean values across the landscape, on the scale of 100 km or more. If the physical processes that control surface‐atmosphere exchange were linear, this mean value would be appropriate. But the fact that we are calculating nonlinear relationships using a mean value sets up a version of Jensen\'s inequalty (Jensen, [1906](#jame20943-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}), or $$F(\bar{x}) \neq \bar{F(x)}.$$

Conceptually, we can envision that the mean of spatially heterogeneous nonlinear influences on evapotranspiration and photosynthesis may not be equal to the calculation of these processes using a domain‐averaged input value. While MMF may be seen as a remedy to this issue, most first‐generation MMF models such as the superparameterized (SP) Community Earth System Model (Khairoutdinov & Randall, [2001](#jame20943-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Khairoutdinov et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}) take the average of quantities such as precipitation, temperature, wind, and humidity as they come out of the CRM elements and pass a domain‐mean value into a *single land surface model*. In this case the high‐resolution and potentially heterogeneous forcing generated by the CRMs is averaged back to a GCM grid cell mean value used for calculation of surface fluxes, and the problem of Jensen\'s inequality remains.

### 2.2.5. Experimental Setup {#jame20943-sec-0009}

In this experiment, we evaluate the surface‐atmosphere interaction at the K83 site employing three model configurations, shown in Figure [2](#jame20943-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, all in the SCM framework. The first is traditional GCM physics using cloud parameterizations as in HA10 and a single representation of the surface. We call this configuration the *Control*, and it represents the canonical treatment in GCMs. The second model replaces cloud and precipitation processes in a first‐generation MMF configuration with CRM‐mean forcing applied to the surface, as in SP‐Community Earth System Model. This configuration is referred to as *SP*. Finally, we have constructed a model similar to SP, except that each CRM element is coupled to its own surface model. These explicitly resolved surfaces allow independent evolution of soil moisture and associated influence on canopy processes, temperature, humidity, and carbon cycle (GPP and respiration), as well as the influence of heterogeneous surface flux back into each element of the CRM. There is no heterogeneity in the surface vegetation or soil type; each CRM is coupled to a land surface specified as EBF (tropical forest). We call this model configuration *SP‐X, or SP with extra coupling to the surface*. Both SP and SP‐X are MMFs, and SP‐X couples to the land surface at high resolution, while SP couples to the land surface on the scale of the GCM grid cell.

![Schematic showing surface‐atmosphere coupling for traditional GCM (Control), first‐generation MMF models (SP), and an MMF model with each CRM element coupled to its own land module (SP‐X). CRM = cloud‐resolving model; GCM = General Circulation Model; MMF = multiscale modeling framework; SiB = Simple Biosphere Model; SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g002){#jame20943-fig-0002}

The CRM used here is based on the large‐eddy simulation model of Khairoutdinov and Kogan ([1999](#jame20943-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}), later modified for coupling to the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate System Model (Khairoutdinov & Randall, [2001](#jame20943-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) global simulations and comparison to Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program Southern Great Plains observations (Khairoutdinov et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). Moist convection and large‐scale condensation (stratiform) parameterizations are replaced with explicit representations of these processes, although parameterizations around hydrometeor size and concentration remain in cloud microphysics calculations. Longwave and shortwave radiative flux calculations are based on the Rapid, accurate Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM; Clough et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Iacono et al., [2000](#jame20943-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Mlawer et al., [1997](#jame20943-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}), but global cloud fraction is explicitly calculated rather than parameterized. Following Khairoutdinov and Randall ([2001](#jame20943-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) there are 64 CRM elements in each grid cell and the CRM is incorporated as a two‐dimensional "curtain" oriented in an east‐west direction. Each CRM element has a spatial domain of 2 km each, which maps to an approximately 1° grid cell size with the 64 elements. Surface heterogeneity is not represented; all instances of land in Control, SP, or SP‐X are treated as EBF. Lateral boundary conditions are cyclic.

Each model is forced with National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis (Kalnay et al., [1996](#jame20943-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}), as in HA10. That paper demonstrated that an improved land surface model, following Baker et al. ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}), resulted in more realistic simulation of surface fluxes and atmospheric behavior. We use HA10 as the Control here. In this experiment we will be evaluating the change in behavior when parameterized clouds and convection are replaced with a CRM (Control to SP/SP‐X) and also the change in behavior when coupling scale at the surface is decreased from order 100 km to order 4 km (SP to SP‐X). All models are simulated for the period 2001--2003 as in HA10, and all models are spun up by repeating the 3‐year forcing for five cycles, or 15 years prior to analysis.

In this manuscript we consider a number of questions pertaining to the fate of water as represented in the three model configurations: What is the intensity of precipitation that falls on the forest?Does the precipitation intensity facilitate evaporation of water off of leaves, as opposed to rainfall exceeding leaf storage capacity and reaching the ground?How is water stored in the soil in the wet season and used during the dry season?How is land‐atmosphere exchange affected by coupling scale and precipitation dynamics?

Ultimately, we are interested in how model configuration, in the formulation of cloud, precipitation, and radiation parameterizations, combined with the scale of land‐atmosphere coupling, influences the representation of these processes and the ultimate path a water molecule makes during its journey from hydrometeor through being locally lost via runoff or ET. In this experiment we will, through evaluation against available observations, identity the mechanisms and processes that control the fate of water *for this location and perhaps others that occupy the same location in vegetation and climate space as represented by total precipitation and length of dry season*. Although we cannot extrapolate our findings to the entire basin, our analysis may provide a framework useful for investigations of MMF‐ versus traditional GCMs in regional or global applications.

3. Results and Discussion {#jame20943-sec-0010}
=========================

In this section we extend the body of work that begins with Baker et al. ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) and HA10. Baker et al. ([2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrated that simulated vegetation behavior and land‐atmosphere flux could be made consistent with observations, and HA10 showed how atmospheric behavior was altered in an SCM by changing *only* the surface module. Here, the land module (Baker et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) is consistent between all models; What is changed is the atmospheric representation, from the Control configuration (HA10) to an MMF configuration with aggregated land (SP) to a model where each CRM element is coupled to its own land model on scales much smaller than for Control or SP. We confront results from the three simulations with observations as an evaluation tool. We begin with precipitation, as this is the primary driver of ecophysiological function in this region. We next look at radiation and Bowen ratio components (LE and H) as more traditional forms of evaluation. Finally we investigate the "fate" of water as it moves from hydrometeor through the soil‐plant system and the carbon‐climate interactions.

3.1. Precipitation {#jame20943-sec-0011}
------------------

Monthly averaged precipitation, standard deviation, and fraction of hours with rain from all three models as well as observations are shown in Figure [3](#jame20943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. At the K83 site the wet season runs from approximately January through June. During the period of observation (2001--2003) the dry season (July--December) can be extremely dry, as in 2002, relatively wet (2003), or intermediate (2001). The observed precipitation spike (and attendant large standard deviation) in November 2002 results from a single large event observed at the K83 tower. All three models simulate monthly mean precipitation values very similar to observations with respect to timing of wet season and amplitude of monthly mean (Figure [3](#jame20943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a). This is not surprising, as NCEP reanalysis is forcing the large‐scale tendencies in all three models, so observed overall trends in moisture divergence must be reproduced in accordance with reanalyses. However, the variability and frequency of precipitation are quite different. Control precipitation shows little or no variability: Rain intensity is almost constant (Figure [3](#jame20943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b). The multiscale simulations (SP and SP‐X) have increased variability but only approach the observed value during the dry season. Consistently, the fraction of time with precipitation occurring (Figure [3](#jame20943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c) reflects these points: The Control is producing rain almost all the time, even in the dry season. The multiscale runs (SP and SP‐X) approach observed precipitation frequency in the dry season, but wet season rainfall occurs as more frequent events with less intense rainfall than the observed infrequent heavy rain.

![(a) Monthly mean precipitation as observed at the K83 site for 2001--2003 and as simulated by the three models. (b) Standard deviation in precipitation, for those hours where precipitation is nonzero. (c) Fraction of hours in the month that report rain. Inset in (a) shows site location. SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g003){#jame20943-fig-0003}

These results are similar to those found by DeMott et al. ([2007](#jame20943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), in that a traditional GCM (similar to Control) underrepresented the contribution of intense rainfall events in the Amazon basin. However, DeMott et al. ([2007](#jame20943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) also found that their multiscale model (MMF, analogous to SP) almost exactly reproduced the occurrence and contribution of the most intense precipitation events and underrepresented light and intermediate rain events (10 to 20 mm/day). It bears noting that DeMott et al. ([2007](#jame20943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) were comparing a free‐running GCM simulation to Global Precipitation Climatology Project data (Version 2; Huffman et al., [2009](#jame20943-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}) over a much larger region. In our case, our observations are from a single tower site where the models are forced by reanalyses, so the comparison is not identical.

The "perpetual drizzle" in the Control will have consequences for simulations of ET and its partitioning. Leaves will capture and store this light rainfall, and evaporation of this reservoir can compose a significant fraction of total latent heat flux. This canopy interception problem is not new; Shuttleworth ([1988a](#jame20943-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}) described it as a pathway for unrealistically large (or small) evaporation. Eltahir and Bras ([1993a](#jame20943-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrated that total ET can be overestimated with unrealistic canopy interception, although their study emphasized the parameterization of water amount stored on leaves, as did Dolman and Gregory ([1992](#jame20943-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), as opposed to rainfall intensity. We will return to this topic in section [3.4](#jame20943-sec-0014){ref-type="sec"}.

3.2. Radiation {#jame20943-sec-0012}
--------------

Modeled radiation is compared to observed in Figure [4](#jame20943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a. Observations are taken from the gap‐filled product of de Gonçalves et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). The multiscale models (SP and SP‐X) use RRTM radiation, with cloud fraction calculated explicitly. Control radiation follows Stephens et al. ([2001](#jame20943-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}) and exceeds observed in all months. This difference is attenuated by nighttime hours, which is approximately half the hours since this is a tropical site (3°S latitude). Therefore, at midday, Control insolation can exceed observed by 300 W/m^2^ or more in the mean. The amplitude of the seasonal cycle in the Control has similar amplitude to observed, but the month of peak radiation lags observed by 1--3 months. The amplitude of the SP/SP‐X insolation cycle is larger than observed and slightly larger in the mean. During March SP/SP‐X radiation is less than observed and exceeds observed in other months. The annual cycle of the multiscale models is in phase with observations.

![Average annual cycle (2001--2003) of incoming shortwave radiation (all hours) as observed at the K83 tower and for all three models (a). Mean annual cycle for latent heat is shown in (b), and sensible heat is shown in (c). SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g004){#jame20943-fig-0004}

The distribution of daytime (1000--1600 LST) insolation into radiation bins for March, a wet month, is shown in Figure [5](#jame20943-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. Here, we take observations from Restrepo‐Coupe et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}) so as not to bias the distribution with gap‐filled hours. The observed radiation probability density function (PDF; top left) is almost flat below 750 W/m^2^ and over 85% of the observations fall in this range. The Control radiation PDF does have some density in the low end but less than 50% of observations are below 750 W/m^2^, and peak density is in the range 900--1,050 W/m^2^ where fewer than 10% of observations occur. SP‐X (bottom right) has a PDF very similar to observed; all bins between 0 and 750 W/m^2^ have between 15% and 20% density, with no distinct peak, and accumulated density below 750 W/m^2^ is \>85% of the total. SP, which averages cloudy and clear CRMs to obtain a single radiation value which is passed to the surface, is more peaked in the middle. One can envision the SP distribution being "squeezed" from each end, as very bright and dim CRM radiation values are averaged into a single value before being passed to the land module.

![March distribution of incoming shortwave radiation, for hours 1000--1600 local time, as observed at the K83 tower and for all three models. SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g005){#jame20943-fig-0005}

The distribution of daytime radiation for September is shown in Figure [6](#jame20943-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. Observed radiation PDF (top left) now has a peak in the 600--750 W/m^2^ range and lower occurrence in the darkest bins, although there is nonzero area there. There is \<25% area in bins where radiation \>750 W/m^2^. Control radiation is again very high when compared to observations, with over half of midday insolation values higher than 900 W/m^2^. SP‐X peaks in the 900--1,050 W/m^2^ bin (as do Control and SP) and has less density than observed in the lowest bins. SP shows the characteristic tendency, when compared to SP‐X, of having area squeezed from the lowest and highest bins toward the middle, a consequence of averaging.

![Similar to Figure [5](#jame20943-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} but for September.](JAME-11-2523-g006){#jame20943-fig-0006}

3.3. Surface Moisture and Energy Flux {#jame20943-sec-0013}
-------------------------------------

The average annual cycle (2001--2003) of latent and sensible heat (LE and H, respectively) is shown in Figures [4](#jame20943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b and [4](#jame20943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c. Observed LE and H are almost invariant through the year, although LE rises slightly at the onset of the dry season. Simulated annual cycles of LE and H show much more amplitude. The Control is larger than observed, for both LE and H, for almost all months of the mean annual cycle. Control fluxes are quite seasonal, showing a peak‐to‐peak amplitude of ∼40 W/m^2^ in LE and ∼70 W/m^2^ in H, with LE minimum/H maximum in the dry season. Fluxes from the multiscale models (SP and SP‐X) are much closer to observations. Both SP and SP‐X have an increase in H during the dry season, but LE peaks during the dry season as well, so Bowen ratio is relatively unchanged during the year, resembling observations (not shown). The large insolation of the Control must be balanced by soil heat flux, canopy heat storage, and LE and H. As the albedo calculation is identical between the three models, and soil heat flux is small due to the dense canopy, it is inevitable that LE and H calculated by the Control will be larger than that of SP and SP‐X.

3.4. The Fate of Water {#jame20943-sec-0014}
----------------------

Water that precipitates out of clouds can return to the atmosphere via transpiration through stomates, evaporation off leaf surfaces, from the surface soil or from puddles that form on the ground; it can be stored in the soil or lost as surface and subsurface runoff. The tendency of traditional models (Control) to generate long‐lived light precipitation when compared to more realistic intensity distributions in MMF models has been noted previously (DeMott et al., [2007](#jame20943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Kooperman et al., [2016](#jame20943-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). In the EBF at K83, heavy rain quickly exceeds canopy capacity to store water, resulting in increased water reaching the soil surface where it can infiltrate or run off. Constant light rain in the model can result in unrealistically large ET as water is recycled to the atmosphere quickly without going through storage in soil (Davies‐Barnard et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Dolman & Gregory, [1992](#jame20943-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Eltahir & Bras, [1993b](#jame20943-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Pitman et al., [1990](#jame20943-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}; Shuttleworth, [1988b](#jame20943-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}), although excessive canopy evaporation in models can also result from unrealistically large storage capability on leaves (Davies‐Barnard et al., [2014](#jame20943-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Eltahir & Bras, [1993a](#jame20943-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Unrealistic canopy evaporation can also influence the timing of seasonal cycles, as water storage in soil will impose a time lag between precipitation and water release. Recall from Figure [3](#jame20943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} that the Control has almost constant light rain, while the CRMs in the multiscale models result in a larger standard deviation and lower frequency of rain that indicates a higher frequency of heavy precipitation events. SP will have a lower incidence of the highest‐intensity precipitation events than SP‐X will, as CRM elements with heavy precipitation will be averaged together with nonprecipitating CRM elements during SP averaging.

Therefore, we might expect evaporation of water from leaves to decrease from the Control to SP to SP‐X, and this is in fact seen in Figure [7](#jame20943-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}. During the wet season, canopy evaporation can equal or exceed transpiration in Control and SP, but transpiration is the largest contributor to overall ET in SP‐X during the entire year. This behavior is directly linked to precipitation intensity. The almost continuous "drizzle" in the Control results in leaves that are consistently wet, as well as a canopy interception storage amount that frequently does not exceed the limit as specified in the model. In SP‐X, brief, intense rainfall events exceed canopy storage limits resulting in water reaching the ground where it can run off or infiltrate to be returned to the atmosphere later as transpiration. In SP, light and intense rainfall events are "smoothed out" during the averaging process, and a single precipitating CRM element results in a reduction in the number of events where canopy storage capability is exceeded and an increase in wet canopy incidents that suppress transpiration. The precipitation intensity acts as an influence on canopy interception efficiency.

![Mean monthly partition of evapotranspiration into evaporation out of the soil, evaporation off of leaf surfaces, and transpiration for all three models. Observed evapotranspiration is shown as a black line. LE = latent heat; SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g007){#jame20943-fig-0007}

Near‐instantaneous canopy behavior during a single day in March (wet season) is shown in Figure [8](#jame20943-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}, for the morning (a and c) and afternoon (b and d). There are large dots representing Control and SP; individual SP‐X CRM element behavior is shown as small dots, and the SP‐X grid cell mean is the large blue dot. In the morning (a) Control radiation exceeds both SP and SP‐X, which are similar. GPP is largest in SP, reflecting the fact that "dark" CRMs are averaged in with "bright" ones, with the net result being a shift of the mean up the light response curve (cf. with Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that Control GPP is less than SP, even with higher light levels, suggests that water limitation or other canopy stress exists in the Control even during the wet season. In SP‐X, mean GPP is less than either Control or SP due to the presence of some CRM elements with dense clouds and low radiation. In the afternoon (b) Control GPP is slightly less than it was in the morning, even at higher light levels, which is an indication of increased stress since the morning due to high temperature and/or high VPD. Under these stressed conditions, the canopy cannot cool itself sufficiently with transpiration, resulting in hot leaves and further stress and stomatal closure. SP GPP is almost unchanged from the morning, but SP‐X GPP has increased due to higher overall light levels and fewer very dark CRMs. The SP‐X CRM elements reveal a shape that looks very much like a light response curve. However, the range of CRM GPP from 13--23 μmol·m^−2^ ·s^−1^ at an illumination of ∼400 W/m^2^ indicates that some CRM elements are unstressed, while others may be experiencing reduction in GPP due to increased temperature or VPD. This heterogeneity arises as a function of the smaller coupling scale in SP‐X.

!["Snapshots" of GPP versus radiation and transpiration versus evaporation of water off of leaves (Interception flux) at 1000 and 1500 local on 21 March 2003. GPP = gross primary productivity; SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g008){#jame20943-fig-0008}

The relative contributions of canopy evaporation (*X* axis) and transpiration (*Y* axis) to total latent heat flux are shown in the bottom two panels. In SiB, a fully wet canopy has no transpiration, and canopy fractional wetness is a function of LAI and amount of water stored on leaves. In the morning (a), SP has no transpiration, demonstrating that 100% of the canopy is wet and all LE comes from evaporating water stored on leaves. In the Control, canopy evaporation is greater, but transpiration is nonzero; this indicates that the canopy has fractional wetness, but the higher insolation results in greater overall canopy ET. SP‐X has many fully wet CRMs (no transpiration) and many partially wet CRMs that will have nonzero transpiration and canopy evaporation. The CRM elements with near‐zero transpiration and interception flux are very dark due to clouds. In the afternoon, Control transpiration is unchanged, but canopy evaporation has increased in response to higher light levels (d). This underscores the Control\'s tendency to simulate almost continuous precipitation while maintaining unrealistically high insolation. In SP, the canopy is still completely wet, due to the averaging of CRM behavior. A few precipitating CRM elements provide enough rain to keep the canopy wet. In SP‐X, individual CRM elements display a range of behavior. Some elements have completely wet leaves; these are the points that lie along the *X* axis, and varying light levels drive interception flux values from 0 to 250 W/m^2^. Some CRM elements are completely dry; these lie along the *Y* axis, again with varying amounts of transpiration. Some SP‐X CRM elements are partially wet, and these are the points that have nonzero transpiration and canopy evaporation fluxes.

Dry season behavior during a single day (1 September 2003), similar to Figure [8](#jame20943-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}, is shown in Figure [9](#jame20943-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}. In this figure 0800 and 1300 local time are shown in (a) and (c), and (b) and (d), respectively. Radiation is similar for all three models (a and b) during both morning and afternoon hours, due to reduced cloudiness in the dry season. All three models also indicate temperature and/or humidity stress, as afternoon GPP values are lower in all models. Soil moisture stress does not change appreciably during the course of one day. Hot dry weather results in increased canopy temperature and VPD. In the morning, leaves are at least partially wet in all three models (c), resulting in nonzero interception flux. The morning canopy wetness can result from either precipitation or dewfall. The canopy in the Control is completely wet (no transpiration), while SP and SP‐X are partially dry (both transpiration and canopy interception flux nonzero). The CRM elements in SP‐X partition transpiration and canopy evaporation linearly from completely wet (zero transpiration) to completely dry (zero canopy interception flux). This suggests that there are few clouds and no precipitation, and CRMs are evaporating dew heterogeneously in response to variable light levels. In the afternoon, the canopies in both SP and SP‐X are completely dry. There is very little heterogeneity in individual SP‐X CRM elements on this particular day, indicating almost uniform lack of cloudiness and/or rain. In the Control canopy interception flux is nonzero, which is indicative of continuing light rain, even in the dry season.

![Similar to Figure [8](#jame20943-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} but for 0800 and 1300 local time on 1 September 2003.](JAME-11-2523-g009){#jame20943-fig-0009}

It is important to recognize that these three models will not respond identically to the tendencies applied to force the CRM. General tendencies of precipitation in wet and dry seasons are consistent between the models (Figure [3](#jame20943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), but individual days are not guaranteed to have the same weather. The Control tendency for near‐continuous light precipitation is conspicuous in both these two samples and many other days. The radiation scheme used in the Control (Stephens et al., [2001](#jame20943-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}) produces insolation similar to RRTM for the dry season day shown here but has much higher radiation on the average in all months (Figure [4](#jame20943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

The fate of water, as expressed in the three models, has a significant effect on water storage in the soil. Soil moisture stress is a nonlinear constraint on stomatal conductance (Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c), transpiration and GPP (Baker et al., [2008](#jame20943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). The mean annual cycle of this stress factor is shown in Figure [10](#jame20943-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}. This stress factor in the Control is smaller (more stress) than for SP or SP‐X for the entire year; this is a direct consequence of light precipitation, resulting in evaporation of water off of leaves at the expense of water availability for infiltration and storage in the soil. Furthermore, the higher insolation in the Control during the entire year has the effect of generating a large evaporative demand during all months (Figures [4](#jame20943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#jame20943-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), so that during the wet season there is not enough storage increase in the soil to bring the soil moisture stress factor back to a value of 1, or unstressed. Both SP and SP‐X have soil moisture stress factors ∼0.2 higher than the Control, with this offset slightly less at the end of the wet season in May. This is attributable to the combination of higher precipitation variability, as well as more realistic (less) insolation. SP soil moisture stress is slightly more (lower value) than SP‐X due to the averaging of CRM output to force the land surface module, which results in fewer extremely intense precipitation events that exceed leaf water storage capacity.

![Mean annual cycle of soil moisture stress for all three models. A value of 1 indicates no stress; a value of 0 will result in completely closed stomates. SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g010){#jame20943-fig-0010}

3.5. Carbon‐Water Linkage {#jame20943-sec-0015}
-------------------------

The hydrological and carbon cycles are linked through stomates; in this region, where LAI is large and evaporation of water directly out of the soil is small (Figure [7](#jame20943-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), this coupling is particularly tight. We represent this linkage in Figure [11](#jame20943-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}, where radiation during the hours 1000--1600 local time (for all days in the month, 3 years of simulation) is binned in 150‐W/m^2^ increments on the *X* axis (as in Figures [6](#jame20943-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#jame20943-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}) and GPP, as calculated for the K83 site by Restrepo‐Coupe et al. ([2013](#jame20943-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}) and from the models, is shown on the *Y* axis. Symbol size is scaled by the relative fraction of occurrence in each bin, with larger circles representing a higher density of points falling within that particular bin. Observational and model data are hourly, although SP‐X will have 64 CRM values at each hour where observations and Control/SP have only one.

![Radiation‐GPP curves for hours 1000--1600 for all three models and observations for the months of March, June, and September. Size of dots represents frequency of occurrence in a particular radiation bin, compare with Figures [5](#jame20943-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#jame20943-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. GPP = gross primary productivity; SP = superparameterization; SP‐X = superparameterization with highly resolved surface coupling.](JAME-11-2523-g011){#jame20943-fig-0011}

March is one of the wettest months of the year (Figure [3](#jame20943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The observation curve very strongly resembles a light response curve with little or no stress in that GPP increases with increasing light at low insolation and the response is attenuated at higher light levels (cf. to Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). There is not a decrease in GPP with increasing light at the highest radiation levels, indicating that neither high temperature and/nor VPD was acting to impose stomatal closure under the brightest daytime conditions. This is consistent with a wet month where water limitation is not an issue. The Control behavior is inconsistent with this. Soil moisture stress in the Control is around 0.5 (Figure [10](#jame20943-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}) in February, which will restrict GPP potential as partially closed stomates across all radiation levels. At the higher radiation values in the Control (above 600 W/m^2^), GPP does decrease slightly with increasing radiation, suggesting temperature or VPD stress is a factor during these bright periods. Transpiration cannot keep up with evaporative demand, resulting in warmer and drier canopy air. The Control radiation distribution (when compared with observations; see Figure [6](#jame20943-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}) is skewed too large. SP has the least response in GPP with changing canopy illumination, which is consistent with the CRM averaging pushing insolation at the surface toward intermediate values. SP‐X more closely resembles the observed distribution of GPP versus radiation. SP has higher GPP than observed at low light levels and lower GPP than observed at high light levels, while SP‐X is biased slightly low (at all radiation levels) when compared to observations. Similarly, the SP‐X radiation distribution most closely resembles observed (see also Figure [5](#jame20943-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}).

June marks the transition between wet and dry seasons. The observed GPP response to increasing light retains the shape of a light response curve, shifted downward slightly from February values. Soil moisture stress in all models (Figure [10](#jame20943-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}) is near the peak value (lower stress), as a result of higher precipitation exceeding ET during the wet season and building up water storage. All models, for all radiation bins, are at or near peak GPP in June. The Control GPP response to increasing light on the diurnal scale, while shifted upward from February, still appears similar to a stressed light response curve (i.e., Curve 3 in Figure [1](#jame20943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). GPP is relatively flat with increasing radiation, due to stress caused by low humidity at the leaf surface at higher light levels. Both SP and SP‐X look like light response curves, and both do show some decrease in GPP at higher light levels, due to leaf surface humidity stress. The SP‐X curve follows the observations very closely, but has a higher number of low‐radiation events.

By September, all models are experiencing some level of stress, yet the observations still show increase in GPP with insolation. Figure [11](#jame20943-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} shows that the vegetation in the Control is under strain; GPP levels are all low and decrease with brightness. SP and SP‐X both experience leaf surface VPD stress at light levels above 300 W/m^2^, and high temperature stress above 600 W/m^2^.

An interesting feature of Figure [11](#jame20943-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} is that SP has higher GPP within a given light "bin" at lower insolation, and lower GPP in the highest bins, when compared to SP‐X. There are several reasons for this. The lowest two bins (0--300 W/m^2^) are in the region where photosynthesis is extremely responsive to light. The averaging across CRM elements in SP results in fewer points in these lower bins (note size of the dots in Figure [11](#jame20943-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}), and the mean value within the bin to be higher. At very low light levels it is possible for simulated GPP to be smaller than the dark respiration calculated in SiB (Collatz et al., [1991](#jame20943-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Farquhar et al., [1980](#jame20943-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}), resulting in zero gross uptake. In SiB, for the canopy represented at K83, this happens at insolation below approximately 40 W/m^2^, although it can happen at higher insolation if stress is being imposed on photosynthesis. In SP, these events are almost entirely smoothed out by the averaging across CRMs, with the net result that SP GPP is much higher than SP‐X (or observed) in the lowest bin. In other low‐radiation bins, there can be higher stress (usually low leaf surface humidity) in individual CRMs in SP‐X, dropping the GPP to slightly lower levels than SP. In the very brightest radiation bins, the situation is reversed, and SP has more leaf surface VPD stress than SP‐X.

In the observations, maximum GPP occurs in February and March, in the wet season, while in the models maximum GPP is from April to July, or during the period immediately after seasonal rains have diminished in intensity and frequency. Minimum observed GPP is during August, while all models minimize GPP at the end of the dry season (November--December) due to depletion of stored water in the soil. Wu et al. ([2017](#jame20943-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"}) and Restrepo‐Coupe et al. ([2017](#jame20943-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}) discuss a partial litterfall at the end of the wet season and relatively rapid regrowth following. The new leaves, however, have low photosynthetic capacity for 30--60 days following flush. These processes may influence the observed GPP seasonality (which is still relatively low), yet SiB does not currently allow for changing photosynthetic capacity during the year and therefore cannot reproduce this mechanism.

The SP‐X curve follows the observed closely in all months, not just those shown. While this is encouraging, it is not a confirmation of SP‐X realism or performance (e.g., Franks et al., [1997](#jame20943-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Keenan et al., [2011](#jame20943-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Equifinality, or the ability to "get the right answer for the wrong reason," is a possibility; furthermore, the methods used to partition observed net CO~2~ flux into photosynthetic and respiratory components are not uniform (Lasslop et al., [2010](#jame20943-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Falge et al., [2002](#jame20943-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Reichstein et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Valentini et al., [2000](#jame20943-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}) and can be subject to challenge (Reichstein et al., [2005](#jame20943-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Wohlfahrt & Galvagno, [2017](#jame20943-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}), casting some doubt on the veracity of "observed" GPP. However, the SP‐X simulations are some of the closest to observations to date, and the inability of the Control and SP to reproduce observations *is* likely a confirmation of unrealism and error.

4. Conclusions {#jame20943-sec-0016}
==============

We have focused primarily on surface flux response to precipitation and coupling scale. Surface‐atmosphere interaction is bidirectional, and we expect coupling scale to influence precipitation characteristics. The large‐scale moisture and temperature tendencies are constrained in this study to allow detailed evaluation of the land‐atmosphere processes and how they control precipitation, canopy physiological function, and land‐atmosphere flux. In HA10, it was demonstrated that replacing one land module with another that had been demonstrated competent at the K83 site in Brazil improved simulated representation of surface flux, planetary boundary layer thickness, and precipitation amount. Here, we take HA10 as a starting point and perform two experiments: Replace the parameterized physics in the atmospheric model of HA10 with a "SP," or inclusion of a CRM, andInvestigate the influence of surface coupling scale on model behavior.

We find that replacing traditional GCM cloud and precipitation parameterizations results in a significant improvement in surface flux (latent and sensible heat) when compared against observations, and this improvement is not strongly dependent upon coupling scale. Monthly precipitation amount is well constrained in all three models but has significant differences with respect to intensity and frequency between models. The precipitation simulation is improved when the atmospheric model is changed from the Control to SP and improved further when coupling scale is decreased from ∼100 to ∼2 km in SP‐X.

Additionally, coupling scale has significant influence on the fate of water with regard to what happens to precipitation once it encounters the canopy. The realistic simulation of more intense precipitation events provides an opportunity for water to run off leaves and become available for infiltration into the soil, where it can be stored and used to maintain transpiration (and photosynthesis) during dry months. The Control is always "playing catchup," in that even in the wet season, when soil moisture storage is being replenished, that process is inhibited in the Control by excessive radiation that evaporates water off of leaves and drives transpiration. SP and SP‐X, with more intense precipitation, more realistic radiation, and higher water vapor pressure in the canopy, have greater moisture storage in the soil.

The largest difference between SP and SP‐X, as a result of coupling scale, is in the carbon‐meteorology interactions. With the finer coupling scale (SP‐X) we see more realistic behavior when compared to observed radiation‐photosynthesis behavior on both the diurnal and seasonal scale. This suggests a more realistic simulation of mean seasonality.

The Control simulation, at the K83 site, shows a strong tendency toward water limitation (biotic control), while the MMF models sequentially tend toward light limitation (environmental control) as coupling scale decreases. This result does not lend itself to basin‐wide predictions, as precipitation seasonality (annual total and dry season characteristics) is diverse. This study does shed some light on the processes involved in land‐atmosphere coupling in tropical forest ecosystems, and how energy, moisture and carbon cycles are interconnected.

These results may have implications for simulations of global climate. Tropical South America teleconnects to global circulation (Avissar & Werth, [2005](#jame20943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Gedney & Valdes, [2000](#jame20943-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Nobre et al., [2009](#jame20943-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Werth, [2002](#jame20943-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}), so we anticipate that changes in the simulation of carbon‐climate feedbacks in this region may be reflected globally. Finally, a word of caution: The simulations here are driven with a reanalysis product (NCEP), and therefore, the temperature and moisture divergence forcing these SCMs are constrained. We cannot extrapolate the behavior explored here to different locations in climate and/or vegetation space. While the body of work describing simulations using first‐generation MMF models (SP) is expanding it is possible, even likely, that coupling scale influence will have profound effects in a free‐running global simulating using SP‐X. This exploration provides exciting opportunities for future research.

A: Acronym List {#jame20943-sec-0017}
===============

CESM‐Community Earth System ModelCRM‐Cloud‐resolving modelEBF‐Evergreen broadleaf forestET‐EvapotranspirationGCM‐General Circulation ModelGPP‐Gross primary productivity (photosynthesis)H‐Sensible Heat FluxLAI‐Leaf area indexLE‐Latent Heat FluxMMF‐Multiscale modeling frameworkNCEP‐National Center for Environmental PredictionPDF‐Probability density functionRRTM‐Rapid, accurate Radiative Transfer ModelSCM‐Single‐column modelSiB‐Simple Biosphere ModelSP‐SuperparameterizationSP‐X‐Superparameterization with highly resolved surface couplingVPD‐Vapor pressure deficit
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